Excitability of firing motoneurones tested by Ia afferent volleys in human triceps surae.
The excitability of a firing human motoneurone was tested by Ia afferent excitatory volleys. An H reflex was evoked by stimulation of the tibial nerve while the subjects maintained the background rhythmic firing of single MU of the soleus and of the medialis gastrocnemius during weak voluntary contraction. The mean background firing rate of MUs ranged from 3.6 to 9.4 imp/sec. In order to estimate the 'effectiveness' of an afferent volley, PSTHs were constructed. The firing index was used as a measure of motoneurone excitability. It has been shown that the 'effectiveness' of an afferent volley decreases with an increase in background firing rate of a MU. Such a dependence was deduced from changes in current motoneurone excitability within an interspike interval. The results indicate that during natural muscle contraction at a low firing rate of a motoneurone, the discharge rate is one of the factors affecting the excitability of a firing motoneurone and, hence, its input-output relations. The method of testing changes in human motoneurone excitability within an interspike interval may prove useful in studies on interaction of volleys arriving at a motoneurone via different excitatory inputs.